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Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Mostly fair
today except morning low clouds;
high today 70-76; low tonight
45-50; northwesterly winds 5-15
m.p.h. this afternoon.
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PARENTS MUST SIGN

Three Houses
Kill Clauses

Coeds Need
Leave OKs

By JOANNE OSMAN

Independent women students living in college approved houses will be required to get parents’ signatures
during vacation for permission to take overnight leaves.
Forms have been issued to housemothers by the Asso’ate(’ IN omen Students council and an associate dean of
ttitients offering parent. three choices:
-j. I will assume the responsibility of my daughter
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rings
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DU
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taking overnights at her discretion.

141

.

1:\

ASB Pres. Dick Robinson yesterday reported -definite
progress" in Student Council efforts to reduce racial discrimination at San Jose State.
In a report to council members on his study of discrimination here. Robinson concluded that both the ad-.
ministration and the Student Council have approved policies
not to recognize any organization that practices discrimination. All approved boarding houses

Beach Time Here; "2. My daughter will adhere to
policy for overnights, and
Next Daily: April 1 Icollege
prefer to give written permisConies a time eer semester
when it’s more ton to hit the
than put out a newspurr.
so this is the last issue of
Spartan Daily until Wednesday,
April 1. A week long Easter recess begins tomorrow afternoon.
Whether you go snow skiing,
water skiing, studying, or Just
laying around, have a good
time.

’sr

ve et4

Semantics Talk
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, famous
semanticist and San Francisco
State language arts professor,
will speak tonight at 8 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. His subject

will be "Communication in Conflict Situations."

sion for any other overnights.
"3. My daughter can take overnights for the following reasons
only: (Overnight in the home of
an SJS woman student, at the
residence of a woman student on
another campus, at the home of
friends of the family or relatives,
at the home of the parents of a
male student.)"
The forms are in line with a
list of "Closing Hours for Women
Students" recommended last year
by AWS and approved by Dr. Elizabeth Greenleaf, associate dean
of students. The rules went into
effect this fall.
Letters will be mailed beginning
next semester to parents or guardians of each woman student and
signatures must be sent back to
the houses which will keep the
letters on file as an official "okav
for the remainder of the semester.
The letters have been approved
by Panhellenic Council, Independ
ent Women’s Council and the AN\
as well as the college.
Current college policy allows a
by Panhellenic Council, Independwoman student to stay overnight
at other SJS "college approved"
iiv ing centers or at her own home,
according to the letter.
One housemother said. "I don’t
think housemothers will pay much
attention to the letter because
they (the various housemothers
and householders) feel they are ,the
best judges of their own girls’ activities and will continue to hendie overnights in their own ways.
as they have done in the past."

Book on Buddhism Chugs
Into ’Verbal Junkyard’
By PETE WALLS
"The Dharma Bums," by Jack
Kerouae. k the story of a man’s
search for "satori." or enlightenment. At the book talk yesterday.
Richard Carey. library assistant.
commented that he often felt he
Was wading
through a "verbal
junkyard."
Carey, speaking Vlore a full
house, said the main train of
thought chugged through the
teachings of Zen Buddhism. Often
along the lino, said Carey, the
character, jump the tracks, landing in a bog of semantic whirliThe book tells of Ray Smith,
lieminic’s fictional self, who is
warching for meaning in life. He
meets a fellow seeker in San Francisco and is led into the teachings
Oriental
philosophy during
beatnik sessions.
During his stay with the bearded set. Smith decries
the college
ac the grooming.
school for the
middle ci;iss non -entities.
Zen’, emphasis, says Smith, is
aeinei ing "satori," through the
alizat ion I hat things "are" be’are’
smith ultimately rejects the
[...oink approach
to Zen as an
’,laborite facade,
and gobs off to
monntain top in the state of
WaShik:1,41 as
a forest ranger
here nature comes
to him.
Here the novel
indicates, Smith
frets
P 11 ment. having rebelled
againo niodern
society without
riperCIISSVMS.
t‘I’s that sponaneitY

is the life blood of Zen and comes
only after one masters the techniques of concentration and feeling. Zens spend considerable time
waiting for enlightenment to come
to them.
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Robinson Repo rts to Council

"It’s serious business," ASB Pres. Dick Robinson
explains to the student council as he presents his
racial discrimination report. The report, Robinson says, shows that progress is being made
in the elimination of discriminatory clauses from
fraternity and other organizations’ constitu-

tons. Leff to right are Bunny Robinson, senior
representative profile); Les Olsen, senior representative; Sandy Creech, recording secretary;
Robinson; Al Larson, treasurer; Dr. Lowell M.
Walter, council faculty adviser; and Bob Foster, sophomore representative.

Kappas Win Candidates May Apply
First Prize
In ’Melodies’
Although the odds were on Alpha Phitwo year March Melodies winnersKappa Kappa Gamma won first place with a Brigadoon medley in the song contest
held last night in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Excitement was high in the
packed house when the second
prize was awarded to Alpha Phi,
whose theme was "This Is My
Country," and third prize went to
Chi Omega with "Songs of the
Rainbow."
The winners chose these songs
in their "Brigadoon" repertoire:
"It’s Almost Like Being in Love,"
"Heather on the Hill," and "There
But for You Go I."
Other entrants and their themes
were: Alpha Chi Omega, "Songs
of the Night:" Alpha Omicron Pi,
"Lullaby and Good Night;" Duchess Hall, "Rain, Falling from the
Sky;" Delta Zeta, "America’s
Folktunes;" Gamma Phi Beta
"Oklahoma!;" Phi Mu, "Han,
Christian Andersen:" and Sigrn.
Kappa, "Flower Drum Song."

For ASB, Class Posts
The hassle for student body and
class officer posts will start the
day after Easter, Student Court
Justice Bill Ash announced yesterday.
At that time, applications may
be obtained from Mrs. Betty Heskett, Student Union secretary. Ash
said applications will be mailed to
all living groups this week, encouraging students to run for
office. Elections will be April 30
and May 1.
Student body offices which will
be open include: president, vice
president, recording and corresponding secretaries, treasurer,

Korean Vets
Korean vet souchers for
March will not be signed until
after Easter vacation, stated
Mrs. Mary Simons, veterans’
secretary.
Forms may be signed from
March 30-April I.

APhi0 Sets
Egg Hunt
Hundreds of junior-sized citizens will swarm Spartan Stadium
Easter Sunday at 2 p.m. when the
Alpha Phi Omega Easter Egg
hunt takes place.
Every year Alpha Phi Omega,
national service fraternity on
campus, sponsors an Easter egg
hunt for children of SJS students
and faculty members.
Over 1200 dyed eggs will be
hidden by fraternity members for
the occasion. Numerous prizes will
be awarded, including a live rabbit, according to Robert M. Tachibana, fraternity president.
The hunt will last approximately
three hours. Tomb o J. Uchiyama
is chairman of the egg hunt and
Alan M. Newman is publicity
chairman.

Spartefoto by J
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They’re Starting Vacation Early
"Just think, no more school until March 30." This appears to be
what pretty Marlene Cotella is telling her friends, who have ideas

of treking to the good ole Santa Cruz beach. Fellow beside
Marlene is Bob Sullivan. His sun-loving companions are, left to
right: Cotella, Ann Ben:4*in, Gayle Trees.., Patti Maki, Susan
Wasson and Ginny Nicolaus.

and male and female representatives at large.
In senior and sophomore classes,
the offices of president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, two
student council representatives and
male and female justice are open.
These offices also are open in
the junior class except for the
justices, which will be held over
until December.
Applicants must have maintained a 2.25 overall grade average
and a 2.25 average for the previous
semester as well. ASB officers
must have completed 45 units or
more to run.
Ash pointed out that class officers will be elected from members
of the class only. Court justices
will be elected by the general student body, even though they will
be representing one class.
Applications must be returned
by April 7. Petitions will go out
on April 13.

Business Author
To Address Club
Dr. Harry Ii uffnian, head of the
Business Department at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and well
known business author, will be the
guest speaker for Pi Omega Pi today in the Cafeteria faculty room.
Pi Omega Pi, natiorial business
fraternity, has invited high school
teachers, and the SJS business
faculty to hear Dr. Huffman’s talk
which will cover techniques of
teaching in the business field.
Coffee will be served at 3:30
p.m. and the address will be given
at 4 p.m.

have agreed not to discriminate
among boarders, he said,
Robinson said he has received
a 100 per cent response from
national fraternities with which
he corresponded to determine
what work they have done on
discriminatory clauses in their
constitutions.
Ile said that some fraternities
have eliminated such clauses completely while others have set up
committees to study the matter.
On this campus, Robinson said,
three fraternities have eliminated
such clauses in the past year whi,
brings the total percentage of to ,a
discriminatory SJS fraternities
between % and % of the total.
The "no racial discrimination"
ruling, Robinson emphasized,
not retroactive and cannot I’’,
used to throw off carnpns ans
groups already recognized.
"However," he added, "all national fraternities are aware of
the situation and the emotional
connotations of such a ruling."
Student body member Brian
Paddock suggested to the council
that it encourage local chapters to
express non-discrimination opinions to their national group.
Robinson agreed with the suggestion and stated that copies of
his discrimination report would be
sent to all national as well as local
fraternities and to sororities as
well.
In a second important move,
the council voted unanimous approval of a four-point recommendation by Joint faculty-shis
dent safety committees. It will
be sent to Pres. John T. Wahl(mist for final study.
The recommendation calls for:
1. No bike riding on campus.
2. Bicycle racks being moved to
the perimeter area of the campus.
3. The Building and Grounds
Department being given responsibility of removing all bicycles not
in designated areas.
4. Encouragement being given to
students to lock their bicycles at
all times.
Purpose of the recommendation, campus parking chairman
Ron Earl emphasized, Is to prevent serious bicycle accidents.
"There have been a number of ,
minor accidents this year involvinif
bikes and a ruling such as this
to prevent more serious injuries in
the future," he said.
Robinson added that bike ridin,z
on campus has created congestion
in several areas. He cited the Outei
Quad and the sidewalk between
the Library and Spartan Book
Store as examples. In addition, he
said, bicycles have increasingly
blocked entrances to buildings and
driveways in the past months.
"Such a ruling probably Is
not enforecal,,, ." Robinson ad-

mitted. "What we are trying to
do is to encourage people to
park and ride on the perimeter
of the campus and eliminate the
increased possibility of accident."
The Student Council of Foothill
Junior College in Mountain View
sat in on yesterday’s session to
study the legislative body in action. ASB Pres. Joe Brundige and
nine other student body officers
visited SJS for the meeting.

.
TV.

To Talk
unday

Thomas Vernor (T.V.) Smith,
nationally known philosopher, educator and author, will lecture on
"Live Without Fear" Sunday at
7:30 p.m. to close the Sunday Evening Community Forum’s fifth
season. It also will be the final
forum at San Jose State.
The new 1959-60 forum season
will be conducted at Woodrow
Wilson Junior High,
Dr. Smith, who will present his
interpretation of life in the cold
war era, is not new to SJS, haying taught here as a visiting faculty member during the 1956 summer sessiofl.
The lecturer, who once described a philosopher as a "man
who deals in subjects two sizes
too large for him." has been
presented with numerous honors.
In 1946 Syracuse University in
New Yiork celebrated "T. V. Smith
Day" in honor of the former congressman, a radio education pioneer*
The Syracuse tribute honored
Dr. Smith for his three-P Professorships at the school’s Maxwell
Graduate School of Citizenship and
Public. Affairs. Dr Smith taught
in three different departments poetry, politics and philosophy.
He is founder of the famed
University of Chicago Roundtable. He has written over 20
hooks including "Lincoln, Living
Legend," "Atomic Power and
Moral Faith" and "The Democratic Way of Life."
There will be no admission
charge for the forum which is open
to the public.
The new 1959-60 forum season
will be conducted at \Woodrow Wilson Junior High.

Ike Okays Hawaii Bill

Mental Health Talk

WASHINGTON (CPO President Eisenhower yesterday signed
"with great satisfaction" a bill to
admit Hawaii as the 50th state.
He then cabled Gov. William F.
Quinn of Hawaii advising him of
the action, thus clearing the way
for a vote by the Hawaiian people
themselves on whether to accept
statehood.

Tri Sigma will present Ray
Craig, psychiatric social work consultant for the National Institute
of Mental Health of the U.S. Pub.
lie Health Service, at 7 tonight
iii CI1158.

DIANE VARSI QUITS FILMS
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -- Blonde
Diane Varsi, who preferred blue
Jeans and bare feet to fancy
clothes, surprised movietown today
by quitting films "forever" and

wsslb,
oi a ntract. 0
CRAsil SILLS l’( MAN
BERKELEY (UPI)
A University of California student who
WAS arrested last month for tipping off motorists about a speed
trap was killed yesterday in an
auto accident.
PT&T FRANCHISES VOID
SAN FRANCISCO (UPD---The
California Supreme Court has de
dared telephone company ope,
Dons a statewide utility, thus r.
ing out municipal rights to coll.
franchise payments from Paciti
Telephone and Telegraph Os.

Smi th

Beautiful debutantes all
over the world insist
on men who wear
Bermuda shorts. They say
that at a formal affair,
it’s the man in polished
cotton Bermudas
from R/A who really
catches their eye.
Only 5.00

ROOS
I- If’s( at S,[ata Ciara

--3.3.1111111,
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Symphony Concert

LITTLE MAN CAMPUS kire*

Editorial

San Jose Symphony Orchestra ,
will present -musical fare for every taste" at a concert tomorrms
night at 8:30 in the Civic Auditorium. No admission will he
charged.
The program will open with
Clement Hutchinson, SOS assistant
professor of music, playing the

College Needs Explanation
It is unfortunate that the state Board
of Etluration chose at its meeting Saturday
to push aside- the attorney general’s ruling
regarding recognition of reillege fraternities
having ;Mogi racial discrimination clauses.
It isn’t much consolation for 14111(4.11119.11
i11111 Alltit’llEss to hear the statement
issued hi Itr. Roy F.
tendent of public instruction. It reads:
-It is lily opinion that there have been
no problems in this field in our slate
colleges.Iltigssash!
1/oesn-1 the head if the SI.itc’s school
system read the news release. out of
:Sacramento?
BrOW11
N hen (;io. U.111)1’11,1
lat
he tailed that state
fritter-iipported collogc- cannot
sslinli restrict litclilberattic-

ravial or religi s grounds.
Thi ruling alleged that colleges giving
such aid are iulating the 14th Amendment
to the I .s. Constitution. and the public
policy of the State of California.
College officials at first had no ready
explanation to the unclear ruling., except
that they thought the college was not
"in% oh ed..’

ship on

ScIllara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

I tuloubtedly. a translation by the Board
ono111 1111e 11/11.11gfzell 11111111 of this contusion.
This question of whether SJS and other
California institutions are violating Constitutional law or state pitlicy will come up
again.

research ssorls pii I ormed
to
hs a San Jose state professor. flu- college
ill receive nations% ide recognition week
after next.

Ifitring elaborate w eek-hing ceremonies
Nlarch 28 to kiwi’ 3. vat-ion- S.IS depart iii honor Charles Das of Ilerrold.
founder of railiti’s first regular broadcasting
station. vs hich was located in San Jose -50 years ago.
..pereli and
krt. Industrial \rt- and Journalism and ttivertising
1/epartments are taking part in the celebration.
klso celebrating a 50th anniier-arysoul
be Sigma Delta Chi. professional journalistic frateynity ss hilult ssa- established the same
time Ilerrohl wit- setting tip his small station in the Garden City Bank Fluilding I now
this- nierican Trust Co. at First and San
Fernando Sts. 1.
Hen-old% pioneer station ampaireld the

Debussy’s -pr,,

of the
Frederick Jricohi, ’American late
corn,
poser of orchestral
chamber and
.thoral music, svill play
the piano
:ohs in Concertino ill
C. Other
works on the program
:ire U1 M0.
/art, Haydn and Fall
Spartan

OFFICE HOUR.,

Daily Advertising

Departerr.
I 45 p.m.
420
All phone calls re9ard;ng
Ads should be made between Displas

tile ab:,
hours. INS.Place Classified
Ads
at Room 16, Tower

6 Weeks

, NO TRAT’Y NOT MY CHALK PRAWE!THAT15
im-ierze I KEEP MY’1E6T PAPER."

Departing
As Late As

EXCHANGE COLUMN

rail letters Kcal. in 1021. IXQV is as sold in
By LOUISE CLOUSE
1919 and became KCBS Radio. san Franrisco. I ntil recently. Hermiti had been Author and lecturer Aldous About youth in general. Huxley
given credit as a pioneer in radio but Huxley pr aised Christianity, said, "I can appreciate the feeling
hardly the founder of the first regularly, Faulkner; knocked U.S. foreign of apprehension that must surscheduled programming for a public audi- policy and the beat generation in round young people today. In ms
ence. But that he was.
rin El Gaucho interview at the youth we lived under the delusion
of California at Santa
Gordon R. Greb. assistant professor of University
Barbara this week.
journalism. through mouths of tedious, Asked if he felt Christianity
work. ins e-tigated Ile-mild...pioneering. Ile ssas a dying religion, he said. "I
think that Christianity, rather
found dim I lerrold did
the stat
than dying out, can and will adapt
in 1900.
itself to a changing world.

"It seems sure that certain
Highlighting the festivities will be a
-Deadline Dinner’. at 6 p.m.. April 2. A ; absolute Christian values as
diountiawn parade and dedication cere- the doctrine of lose will remain
unchanged. But new answers
n .... ies will be held the following day.
will be found in Christianity for
Greb and innumerable college officials new problems that arise in soand students are to be commended for their
efforts into making this an historic esent On U.S. foreign policy Huiley
named "lack of a clear-cut ideolbar the college.
ogy" as our most serious failing.
Students can help the affair by telling "I don’t mean that we need one
their friends. 6 ass its pie Arita the event. strung man to impose one will.
The riillege needs your help.
but it is time to get together and

write a sharp 5 -word essay...

in

Summer Session

The ;indents here. and other members
of the college. deserve to know what les all

Count the needles! ...

solo

Rhaps.idie."
ii..ne Jacobi, m,idow

niiere

HAWAII

Radio Fete: N(itiontil Fame for SJS
"thanks

clarinet

we were entering an atmosphere of reason, sanity and peace. ’
"The young people today face a
future filled with atom bombs, international tension and an exploding population. and I can well understand the strange sense of apprehension and increasing insecurity felt "
that

S495"

June 21st

Returning

August

4th

As Exciting Summer of Travel and Fun Includes
Introduction Part.es
Load
Beach Picnics
Seim Parties
Catamaran Cruise
City no,,,
Plus Many More

Reund Trip Transportation
Alma Greetings
Transfers to Residence
Erreitent Accommodations
yoyeation Party
Orientation Weebna

Glass Butvn

Send For Full InfornallonFrie rs Pne

UNIVERSITY STUDY TOURS

FREE
Please send full
information on Hawaii
Summer Program to:

Dr. Robert E. Cralle
2275 Mission Street
San Francisco, California

Name
Address

Zone

City

,..

School
VAtencia 4.0700

fro

HOW THAT RING GETS AROUND!

formulate a clear policy think out
some actual statement of what the
West wants. I suppose that one m
the difficulties of a democracs
is getting one clear statement that
represents the wishes of millions
Tickets now are on sale for if people, but the need is great!
aux Arts Ball April 4. accord- .me the time is short."
Asked about nriters who have
lig to Alpha Gamma, co-sponsor

Beaux Arts Ducats
Go on Sale April 4

a,

influemed him, Huxley said, "I

it the event.

think

that

one

of

the

finest

Art students wearing signs and %%titers of today is William
Student Affairs Business Office, Faulkner."
TH16, are selling tickets for $1.50.
Of Hemingway, he said, ’He has
Theme for the event has not yet concentrated on basic problemsbeen ttecided, but will be announc- for instance passion- to the exclued in the near future.
sion of the intellectual aspects of
man. These intellectual aspects.
though they might seem stuffy.
DISCOUNT RATE HIRED
SAN FRANCISCO r UPI 1 The are there rill the time.
"That work of art which harSan Francisco Reserve Bank has
been authorized by the Federal monized the greatest amount into
Reserve Board to raise its dis- the whole is the greatest work
count rate to 3 per cent from 2’o .4
urn Hie Insstt generation, Btiis-

Spartanaiiii
Enteed as secona cuss matter April 24
1934, at San Jose, Californi under the ct
of March 3, 1579. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association. Published daily
by Asociated Students of San Jose State College, Ncler
Saturday and Sunday. during
. college year,
Subscriptions accepted
only on a remainder.of.scheelyear basis. In
Fall semester, $4: in Spring semester, 12.
CV 4.H14Editorial Est 210, 510. Ado, 211.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours
1454:20 p m. Monday through Friday. Any
phone calls should be made during this
pe3iod.
lb s is the r,.gged Coy.. s 1.3,,k, To get "den, for your essay, dror, by your nearest pants
shop and ask to see 14 -w Frako ’49er trousers "champs of Me Cactus Leacp.-.

A GENUINE LIVE CAN’T BUST ’EM
ROOSTER (one rooster per campus)

TV II

Ideal for the campus wheel who has everything but a reliable alarm

to wake

op by!

Top winner and the next 10 winners on each campus get
a free pair of all -man Cactus League Frisko ’49er pants.
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Tareyton’s Dual Filter
filters as no single filter can:

CO/kW ...S141irr
The finest in quality

CACTUS LEAGUE CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Must be received by April 20, 1359
At Your Cant Bust ’Ern Retailer
CAN’T BUST ’EM 1161 Mission Street, San Francisco, California

1. It combines an efficient pure
white outer filter ...

For your wedding ...

Z. with a unique

Here’s my total needle (spine) guess for cactus Plant ito.,,
in illustrolien
(needle count)
I prefer Cactus league Frisk* 491er pant’ because

inner filter at

which has
been definitely proved tomato the
Smoke of a cigarette milder and
smoother.
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Indian Coed Plugs Women’s Track Group
By PHYLLIS MACKALL

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114 JERRY NACHMAN111111111111111i111111111
SOME YOUNG MAN RUSHED UP to me today with a subpoena.
paper in his hand, questioning my valor under midterm fire
king
loo
something about an "honor code."
and mumbled
My Victorian code of ethics has been cast a nasty slim by this
ro implication! But I AM glad they are at last going to
n’.1:1,ndo4;w,
:f some of these amateur sly-eyed sneaks-in-the -grass whom
notice with questionable scraps of paper in their fists during
exam se"ou. (Not to speak of the book store squad who are put tail like the Pinkerton Agency sleuthing
ling shadows on our
-Baby Face" Nelson.)
Honesty was a course I took at the University of Hardknocks as
a scraggly freshman in my 10th year, when the object of these covetous
title handsa 1 lb. box of chocolate-covered cherriesover-ruled
mind drooled at the thought of these sticky bon bons
all rationale. My
melting upon my tongue, so I mapped out the entire job the night
before, complete with diagrams and rubber gloves.
Zero hour gonged in my brain and into the grocery I skulked,
looking as innocent as a 10-year-old Willie Sutton; hands in pockets,
whistling a gay tune, I slithered along the counter until the booty
was spotted!
Thenquicker than the brown fox who jumped over the lazy
dog, I snatched the cellophane covered, chocolate covered, gooey
covered cherries and stuck the entire mess under my leather
jacket.
Then upped my foxy pace until once out the door and beyond
the glint of the shiny badge of the lawmen, I broke into a 20-yarddash down the sidewalk and (whoops!) from over my shoulder:
"Hey, you there, sonnySTOP!" Visions of tear gas bombs and
huge spotlights on my bedroom window began racing across my mind
and I began thinking faster than Univac in a calculus final.
From the corner of my left eye I glimpsed an old friend, good
old Al. IIE would come to my side In this hour of need! So without asking, I thrust the 1 lb. carton of hot chocolate cherries into
Apo good old stomach, and dove, VVeismuller style, into the underbrush. My Keds left a brown streak on the pavement too yards
long.
Burgling was not for me, I decided. My nerves couldn’t stand
the strain. I would be a mental crack-up at 12.
*
*
ANOTHER UNDERGROUND EPISODE found me trying to make
off with a six-inch tall chocolate Easter rabbit with marshmallow
muscles. I didn’t remember that in April, cocoa bunnies have a habit
of melting while housed in a coat pocket.
"Hey, mister, you aren’t supposed to take that," came the squeal
from a runny-nosed champion of justice standing knee high to me.
"Keep yer mouth shut, ya stoolie," I snarled, nearly rapping him
across his baby teeth with the butt of my cap pistol.
Then I sneaked through the customers with the rabbit perspiring chocolate all over the place. I used to listen to "The
Shadon" about this time in life and he always advised me in a
sanctum -like voice:
"The weed of crime bears bitter fruitcrime does not pay. The
hadcss knows, eh-heh-heh-heh-heh-ha-he!"
So I pulled the covers up over any head and deckled then and
’acre that I would go straight from that day forward. The glow of
ghtecusness but rims, bright in my eyes. I would dedicate myself
’clean Using and become a dedicated fos of evillike Batman.
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Under the inspiration of Maryleela Rao, San Jose State’s lovely
Indian coed, so many women students have become interested in
track and field events that the
Women’s Physical Education Department is sponsoring what is
known as the Track Group, formed
several weeks ago.
"This is a very usual activity
back East," Dr. June McCann,
head of the Women’s Physical
Education Departmetit, explained,
adding, "but it is an unusual activity for colleges on the West
Coast."
Adviser to the group, Miss
Phyllis Philp, instructor in
physical education, also said
"It’s very rare to have track
and for college women."
She noted, "This activity will
be a service to the students who
are interested because it is not
a regular WAA activity."
"We didn’t realiie that so

MARYLEELA RAO
. . . forms Track Group
many would be interested," Miss
Philp said. "This all started in
the fall when girls asked at the
Women’s Gym and Coach Lloyd

(Bud) Winter if they could run."
Various reports indicate that as
many as 100 women students expressed interest in track.
Maryleela, who has been
called India’s greatest woman
athlete, began her track career
In India under her father’s
training. Interesting other women in track is not new to her;
she helped form a team whUe
In school there. "We won all
the events," she said.
She went to the 1956 Olympics
in Melbourne, Australia as India’s only woman representative.
She was unable to compete, however, because she injured her leg
in the first event. Maryleela
hopes to go to the 1960 Olmpics
in Rome.
Coach Winter will give technical pointers on track to the
other women track enthusiasts
at the men’s daily practice sessions, Miss Philp reports. Women physical education instrue-

tors will help time the events.
Both groups will run at the
Spartan Stadium track.
"We’ll sometimes take starts
with the men," Maryleela said,
"but we won’t be able to keep
up with them."
The Track Group, which probably will number about 20, must
adhere to strict regulations set
up by the Division o: Girls’ and
Women’s
Sports,
Miss Philp
stressed.
In addition, women will run
much shorter distances than the
men, and will not do any cross
country events.
The 100-yard dash, shortest,
distance run by men, will be the
longest women will run. Their
practice runs all will be under
100 yards, Miss Philp said.
Running of all types and
hurdling will be stressed. Field
events will not be attempted,
since the group has not accepted
beginners, and it is not likely that

SJS women students would Inc.e
had such experience, she continued.
The &IS Track Group will
run In competition only with
each other. They will not participate In intercollegiate meets
except on sports days, Miss
Philp said.
No applicants to the select
group will be accepted this semester. Those in the group must
have their parents’ permission
and must pass a medical examination in order to participate, she
added.
"It’s very thrilling if you’re in
It," Miss Philp noted, "and we’re
looking forward to helping the
girls become better. This is an
experimental semester and it is
to our interest to start this group
to see if it is valuable, and to see
if they gain something from it."
She concluded: "Now it is up
to*the girls to prove its value."

JUST IN TIME
FOR THE BEACH!
Pick the length
you like, in...

PENNEY’S
TWILL
BEACH PANTS
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Devil’s Disciple
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EDITOR: Tuesday I seas
%vakened to the fact that I am a
’spine -curdling dare -devil’s dispie."
Seriously, the writer wrote a
irly accurate article, barring his
.,tiectives pzrtaining to me. I rent his choice of words.
First, I would define a dareas a man hell-bent to prove
.s fool -hardiness and lack of
ommon sense, regardless of cost
to life and limb.
As for myself, I do not feel it
.essory to pi:aye my courage,
especially to the public. I have
never &me anything on a dare. I
an erIOLteil in a sport guarded by
:^guate safety measures, as evidenced by my mere existence.
Dudes
:my no heed to such
matters.
I am sure anyone witnessing a
baton pass %sill agree that it is a
matter of skill and knowledge; not
daring and bravado.
At one lime, mere flying in an
airplane was considered "daredevilish." Now grandmother rides
in jet airliners.
Parachuting has kept abreast of
the times. However, the public is
14norant of our accomplishments
iind approvements, especially concerning safety. It is not fair to
make Solite judgments without a
thorough knowledge of the subjebt.
Thomas E. Huebner,

Korean Spud-Peelers

ng!

X92

President Eisenhower has met
congressional challenges with rebuttals. This is admirable. In fact
this is the balance of power that
our forefathers planned in III,
American Constitution. Do you remember that we are governed by
laws, and not personalities in the
White House, W.L.K.?
Robert Geary.

Lyke Wow!
EDITOR: Has the fashion editor nothing better to write about
than the peculiarities of dress, affected by the inhabitants of North
Beach, better known as the "Beatniks?"
I, for one, would rather read
about the new spring styles instead of reading about the methods
of conforming to the kings of all
nonconformists; the North Beach

COOL! NEW STYLE CALF
LENGTH PLAY SLACKS
Penne!,

’s

trim -lit cotton twill -

boast a continuous waistband, button-thru hip pocket
and set-in side pockets. Machine washable! White, red,
black, light blue.
men’s sizes

98
28

to 38

SHORTS AND JAMAICAS

198

The last issue of Lyke magazine pounded the issue of Beatniks
into the ground, and I personally
would like to see it stay there.
Suzanne Shelby.
West Coast favorites, man tailemd, and just about

Nachman Rejudged

EDITOR: Sufferin’ succotash,
Cellos ("Nachman’s Jury")! Now
that you’ve made it clear that
Nachman has "hurt quite a few
peoplepossibly even you fellas
perhaps you all could put on
your orientation beanies and come
up with some more vivid adjectives
and even a feweven one -logical
criticisms of whatever it is you are
criticizing.
Why not write another 300
words elaborating on ypur refreshing analogy of the motives of
song girls and "rotten egg" Nachman?
Please write more. I think you
fellas are even funnier than Nachman is.
P.S. fellas: Your elaborate insight ’into the motives of song
girls: the effect of our song girls
on other people; and the unofficial
state status of our song girls suggests that you MEN might place
"a little more emphasis on the

EDITOR: In W.L.K.’s editorial
of March 12, he states: ". . . are
You ready to spend your Army
(veer wielding that horrendous
::Istrument of war, the potato
,eler?" Were the armed men in
!..otrea pre -occupied
with potato
;,eling?
lie stoles, "It’s a foregone con Sion that the next world war
not be a hand-to-hand combat
fair."
itanY nations sent armed men
, World Wart! and into Korea:
1 Korea Wasn’t a "world War."
.’.hat is a "world
war?"
You say that
the President will
’lick away" excess
men under
ns. Does he have
full control
our defense policies? Ti Con. word MAN. . . ."
’S to play the
Leon Spreyer
role of a puppet?

the quickest fitting pants you can find. They’re 8ounce twill, you know bow rugged, how launderable.
All are tri-color striped down the side, all machine
washable. White, red, blue; sizes 8 to 18.

Short Sleeve Cotton Gay
Striped Knitted Tops
Short sleeve cotton knitted!
sport tops in gay stripes for
slimmer! Washable! ,Shape
retaining! Size small, medium, large.

MIDCALF PANTS

2"
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by Scott Turner

She Cooks and Paints Too
Miss Joyce Bolton, assistant professor of home economics and
a talented amateur artist to boot, shows one of her favorite
paintings. She won third prize for oil painting in the Santa Clara
County Fair last fall.

60 DAY EUROPEAN
TRAVEL STUDY TOUR
ose,eur.,Es
Airline Transportation
30 Days in Paris
40 Hour Course in Culture of
Europe Today At Private
Accredited University
30 Day Tour. 5 Different
Itineraries. Including USSR
Organized Weekends

r

PARIS.FI59CSIU110h ASSOCIATION
Fa TRAVEL AND STUDY
10 fort 49I1? Street, New York 17, N Y
Nose rend me your fret II 9090
N’ ochure.

HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!

Slate

ADULTS $1.50
Under 12$1.25
Sunday 8-12
Daily 8-7
ANY CUTS

421 EAST SANTA CLARA

LOW-COST
I

TO EUROPE
BY
JET CLIPPER

Bolton’s
Miss
of
Several
paintings may he found In various places at San Jose State.
A room in the education wing
of Tower Hall contains one;
four are in the home economics
tea room.

In Mexico, "all the children
crowded around us." Police would

The Golden Anniversary of Broadcasting is stirring
the memories of many old timers one
of the most ambitious being Deward Burbank, SJS associate professor of industrial arts.
Burbank. who teaches a course in electricity, rummaged
lirough lii collection of antique radio parts a few weeks
ago and came up with some of the actual inventions of
Charles D. "Doc" Herrold, the

LICURSI’S

cause you’re playing with ideas."

side the building, emerged with
another cage, and hung it on the
wall to improve the scene.

By MIKE JOHNSON
Fine Arts Editor

Nom
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By PHYLLIS MAC KALL
"You’ve got to be genuine." says shoo them away, "but back they’d
Miss D. Joyce Button, assistant come flying." Bystanders, too,
professor of home economics, of would stop, offering criticism.
her art hobby.
They wanted "more realism."
Miss Bolton says.
A talented painter and third
She has painted "miles of
prize winner for oil painting at
stuff." As a child in England,
the County Fair this fall. Miss
her family gave her "every enBolton has made trips to Mexico couragement" toward
ketrhand Europe, sketching places and
lag. T.hey often went out topersons she has seen. She uses
gether to sketch the countrywatercolors or does pen sketches
side, she remembers.
when traveling because oils are
When she started painting, her
difficult to carry along, she says.
paintings were accepted at shows
From her trip to Italy last
because they were "traditional."
summer, she hate worked several
Now they think they’re "too old
sketches Into oh paintings. "In
fashioned," she says, adding that
Italy I felt shy, for it is the
"now I’d like to experiment more,
land of such tvonderful paintplaying with composition."
ers," she said, adding that she
Miss Bolton says she likes to
hopes to return for a visit In
try out new things, and is beginthe summer of 1960.
ning to enjoy a rather impressionOne
All kinds of nice little things istic, "fanciful" approach.
happen as you sit palming," she painting she has done is of imsays, telling of an Indian woman pressions on a fall day. "I was
in MeXico who, seeing her Ili* exalted by the colors in my own
ing a building with bird -cages garden." She added "Less realhanging on the walls, went in- istic paintings take longer be-

Radio’s Golden Anniversary
Stirs Memories For Prof

Addcers

PARIS-FRANCE EUROPE ASSOCIATION
FOR TRAVEL AND STUDY
10 East eh Street, New York 17, N.?.

Prize -Winning Prof
Combines Trips, Art

man behind the first broadcasting
station,
Herrold died 11 years ago, unrecognized for beginning the business of entertaining the public via
the oscillating arc system.
Burbank discmered he owns a
Herrold "insoluble tuner," and
two of Herrold’s capacitors. He
has Collected the parts that were
connected with the Herrold operation, and is displaying them in the
electrical shop. IA107.

An oil of Monterey is In Home
Management House; two watercolors are in the Home Economics
I

Department office; and several oil
paintings are in the home economics nursery.
Miss Bolton enjoys painting
landscapes, flower studies, and
portraits (mainly of children)
"when time." She tries to portray "a feelhig you get about a
particular child" in each portrait.

SJS Grad Screens Job Hopefuls

g-ttttl imp, I
poi tome tcl
By PETER WALLS
be overestimated."
cannot
’seek
San June State grads who
The Business?: Slanagement Ofemployment at their old alma lice, of tv filch he pt
’I %tipmeter are hound to meet a fel- embalm department is a part,
low grad whose job it is to screen
all persons seeking tua-time employment.
Personnel Supervisor Jack Filer,
a 1955 SJS graduate sees to it
that aptitude tests and interviews
are conducted with persons who

seek jobs at SJS.
"We screen all persons except
those who seek faculty positions."
says Filer.
Filer has belel ills position for
two and one-half years. Before
that, he was housing manager
at Spartan City for one and onehalf years following graduation.
From his office persons wit.
have been screened and judee.1
capable of holding the job th;..,
seek, are sent to the departmen!
where the opening is available.
"Of course, it’s up to the ie
dividual department as to wlp :
the person is hired or not
plains Filer. "Most of the
the person ’is hired on the
pression he or she makes on the’
The
prospective empinyor.

I hi-

l tkr
dee
how ithich th,.
can spend, but rather
hot, r
it is spending. our
job h,,,,
afstrictly
financial
handles the entire
administrati,e
I lative," explains Filer.
fairs of the college.
1-office
has
the
"The biggest jab
is processing checks for every
college employe."
Qualifications for full-time work
Dublin to the Iron Curtain:
Mike
at SJS include U.S. citizenship.
to Sweden. You’re
accorepeeleg
not
herded. College age
minimum:
and 18 year age
oily.
Also short trips,
"We do not interview stuEUROPE SUMMER TOURS
dents seeking part time work
555
(Boo 8)Poradene, c,
That
job I .1.
at this
’ This

:ermine

EUROPE

IF----7HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10C
COIN OPERATED -- SC:77
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Firewater, Anyone?
P001..f: QUAY.
Some smoker threw a match into the harbor here Monday and
set it afire.
The match touched off gasoline
floating on the water and damaged a wharf, a launch, and two
dinghies.

C P & Q
SERVICE STATION
Premuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save Through Our Membership!

13th and Julian Sts.

13

an

!J -!O -T LAUNDROMAT
171 Ct-)..!Th 2rd

Open 24 hrs.
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Miss Bolton came to America
1997. She studied with Rol
Partridge and Raymond t’uo-inelMills College, and has
II
taken slimmer courses from
Reginald
Taubes,
Frederick
Marsh and Max Beckmann.

In

In addition, she studied life
drawing and illustration under
Boardman Robinson at Colorado
At
Springs Fine Art Center.
San Jose State she has studied
with Warren W. Faus and J.
Theodore Johnson, associate professors of art.

One of her early paintings was
Although Burbank insists he Was bought by Mills Art Gallery.
quite young when Herrold started, Other paintings have been exhe remembers listening to the hibited at Chappell House in
world’s Hist staticn on an ancient Denver, the Cleveland Art Centhree -tuber equipped with ear- ter, and the Oakland Art Gal-

lery.
phones the
latest thing then.
He said he likes to recall a trip
She has won prizes for watercolors at the Santa Clara Counto Michigan in the late ’20’s to
ty Fair and the ehibition of
"demonstrate the wonders of radio
to the midwest." He proudly took
the Artists’ Guild of Santa
a Herrold set, made in San Jose,
Clara. She served as president
Calif., patent pending, with him.
of the Artists’ Guild last year.
But bank’s brother worked with
She says of painting, "It’s alHerrold trcm about 1918-21 and ways challenging. One never comes
helped unwind the five miles of to the end."
transmission lines throughout San
Jcse. He was granted his first license on the basis of his work at
the Herrold station, and he paa
stes a "ham" set on the same
license.
Burbank said much of Herrold’s
help was young men. His brother
was about 15 when he started.
"The operation was more or less
experimental," Burbank said, "so
Special Rates to Sororities

artier

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

footloose men usually helped out
around the station, and ended up
working for Hers old."
Burbank’s brother was an instructor at Her rold’s College of
Engineering and Wireless, teaching mostly code and operation
technique.
Herrold’s origination of broad:
casting was no secret, but it had
(Continued on Page 51

and Fraternities
Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation photos. your
selection is Retouched.
41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

As low as $774 from New York . .. 40 days
Now Pan Arn ,,fiering a fabulous s. -r’ ; of sprrial AAA
lour, that feature the new Boeing 707 Jet Clippers.
world’s fastest airlinersbetween New York and Europe.
No extra fare for the extra speed and comfort.
Of all the areas of the world, Europe Is most suited to
the type of unusual, adventurous travel you want. There
are literally doictis of tours for you to choose from, many
offering academic credits. And what’s more, there’s
plenty of free time left for you to roam about on your own.
From Midwest and West Coast Cities, other direct
Pan Am services are available on radar-equipped, Douglasbuilt "Super-7" Clippers.
Call your Travel Agent, Pan American, or send in the
coupon below for full information.
as.
Send to:
George Gardner, Educational Director
Pan American, Box 1908, N. Y.17, N.Y.
Please send free Po If .4 m 110 irk, y 9405 booklet on Special Student Tour, to Europe.
Name
St reer
City

ENGINEERING
ADMINISTRATIVE
ANALISTS
at

SIERRA ELECTRONIC CORP.
Position Available for Engineer or
Businss Administration Graduates.
Contact: Mary SA1v8+"Personel Director
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park
DA 6-2060
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WORLD’S MOST EXPERIENCED AMLINT

ELEMENTARY
...why more and more students than ever
are buying the world’s first electric portable typewriter!
College assignments are as easy as with the new Smith-Corona Electric
Portable Typewriter! ’Cause whether you’re an expert or a beginner, you can
do your work so easily, effortlessly and with less chance for error. On the
Smith-Corona Electric Portable, everything you type has a uniform, printed,
professional look. Result? Better grades and more free time for campus fun!
And now to teach you to type the
correct way, the easy way Smith Corona offers this exclusive, $23.95
home study course on records that
teaches touch typing in just ten days
and it’s yours FREE with any Smith Corona Portable Typewriter! So see
your Smith -Corona dealer soon, and
learn to type in just ten days on the
world’s finest and fi,t,-1 portable!

Smith-Corona
th world’s first electric portable

fuls music, Food Science
Wt.
ictinsposiss
le am oily,
TOURS

general admission is $3. They
’ Student Affairs Business office.
1T1116, Journalism Department of.
fice, .11, and Adm176.
No tickets will be sold at the
s:Igor. Last day to place reserve,
tions is March :11.
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At a Freshman Cies:: Executive : The next meeting of the Exectlbeen met looked until a few months
meeting, seven students tive Council will be March 30, at
Council
ago.
1:30 p.m., in the Student Union
named to chairman and aswere
Gordon B. Greb, assistant pro!
of
the
posts
sistant chairman
Applications for the Nancy i Purpose of this award is to
"The Fii
i of in
I fessor of journalism, discovered
class’ committees.
England’s Finest
Music Scholar- stimulate Interest in the fields of be the topic
Turner
some
lierrold.
equipment
in
mutoday
’s
socecti
by
Pauline
Appointed were Dru Green.
California! food science. The student need not the Rev. Dr. Robert Moon at seums in New Almaden (southern
the
by
offered
,hip,
chairman, and Karen KralovanTHE RALEIGH
Teachers, be in a department of this type,1 12:30 in S112.
Santa Clara County) and in the
sky, assistant chairman, of chi
congress of Parents and
Moon
is
expected
to
propose Statehouse Replica Museum; in San
but may be interested in a career 1
Miss
by
accepted
Trimilla.
Rio
relations;
public
being
Bicycles
are now
definite procedures fur lessening Jose and has published the find
chairman, and Donna Fammatre,
margaret Harper, activities coun- in research, production utilization, the
tensions
in
the
cold
war, and as conclusive evidence that San
Adm269.
a.ssistant chairman of the pro.
marketing or other phases of the , for
Come in for a sample ride.
selor, in
increasing positive relationI n cooperation with the SJS gram committee; Joan Winsor.
1 ships with neutral as well as Jose had the world’s first broadThe scholarship. $400 in value. food iniltiOry
and Karen Chikuma.
.
chairman
casting
.
1959-60
the
for
awarded
Sociology and Social Work Desill be
hostile nations.
assistant chairman of the secreSigma Delta Chi, professional
hooi year to a woman student
In two previous speeches, Moon journalistic fraternity, plans off i- partment the Committee on Aging tarial committee, and Bill Kempsecondar3
general
a
for
ivorking
has argued that the pacifist ap- cial observance of Herrold’s work of the Community Welfare Coun- er. chairman of the finance corn- , 1453 The Alameda-CY 3-9766
credential and a special secondar3
proach to international tension is at the Golden Anniversary of eil of Santa Clara County Is hold. mittee.
music.
t’ocal
in
ere dential
the most realtistic alternative Broadcasting.
: ing a one-day conference on the,
Another scholarship available at
open to persons and nations toHerrold’s work will be honored ’ campus Saturday.
the present time is the William V
day. His pisition has been guessat SDX’s annual "Deadline Din-1 oCCimmunity Action for the
cruess Scholarship , , ad ministered i,
tione by many, fro
from both a realifornia Seener April 2. Larry LeSueur, CBS Aging" is the theme of the con.
Northern
he
by.
ligious as well as non-religious
TechFood
of
correspondent,
United Nations, will ference in Morris Dailey Audi of the Institute
Engineers, Physicists
perspective.
Harper,
an- i Tryouts to be held today and tospeak, and Dave McElhatton, tprium and adjoining classrooli,
inioTogists, Miss
Minister Henry Cerner, of the
morrow will help determine San i Methodist Church, plans to bring KCI3S Radio personality, will i Several members of the coll.,,,
flounced.
Mathematicians
I faculty are
emcee.
participating aeti,.,
It is awarded to an tipper divi- Jose State’s two representatives to I Moon hack to the campus follow.
tickets
Student
student in the
are
$2.50,
and
the
graduate
conference,
tin
NAA’s
On -Campus Interviews
or
spring . vacation, to . debate
sion
nutrition, theCollege Lecture Committee’s 1 illith a Christian non-facifist.
fields of food technology,
debate,
annual
March 31
bacteriologV. biochemistry and
Moon has been presented as
The NAA industrial family has career for you:
The April 9 debate, "The Dust
part of the Wesley Foundation’s
other allied fields of interest.
of the Arena is Preferable to the
Atomics International Division puts the atom to work for
- "Alternatives" presentations, John
power and research in America and abroad.
Calm of the Ivory Tower," will be
Brinthall. chairman.
a tri-college event between San
Autonetics Division pioneered in space navigation.., built
inertial navigation system for LISS Nautilus and Skate...
Jose State, Stanford University.
EDUCATION
: kindergarten through eighth grade
built first completely automatic landing system for super"Ancient Egypt.- an art film and the University of London, acToday-Burbank
unified s’Mool :, vacancies.
.
sonic missiles and aircraft ... bow at work on advanced
in color distributed by Encyclo- cording to Dr. Lawrence Mouat.
&strict; vacancies in grades nine’ Fri_._inertial navigation system for Polaris-carrying subrnaany La Puente School Dispedia Britannica, will be shown to- professor of speech.
through 12.
i,nes, and guiclarwe and contioi system. for Minutenlan
trict,
Los
Altos
High
School:
SponHall.
Concert
in
7
’ ht at
anal GAM -77 missiles.
Four students will debate in TODAY
Today-Davis public Schools; grades 9 through 12 open.
Club,
the
Humanities
the
foGAMMA,
PEI,
EPSILON, meeting, Ce.
sored hy
each tryout. Of those trying out,
Columbus Division designed and built the Navy’s most
kindergarten through ninth grade
film is open to the public without four will be chosen for a final
advanced carrier -based weapon system, the AtiJ Vigilante.
Arl’_;4;ko ETA SIGMA,
p". rushh meeting,
and the most versatile jet trainer, the T2J.
charge.
tryout after Easter vacation when Student Union, 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Frank
Today - American School,
Los Angeles Division is the home of next-generation Mach
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
The film features a resume of the two Spartan representatives Belloumini.
WESLEY FOUNDATION, the Rev. Foundation, Monterrey, Mexico;
3 manned weapon systems - the B40 and F-108 - and
some of the greatest relics of ill ,., selected
TO STUDENTS
Robert
to
Moon
conclude
the
America’s first manned space vehicle, the X-15.
ancient Egypt.
Most candidates were rec0M- There Be Peace" series with "First ’It secondary education majors.
Missile Division is building the GAM -77 "Hound Dog," an
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
mended by the faculty of the hit- of Offense." St 12, 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday.-Coalinga High School
air-to-surface missile for the Air Force’s B-52... its AeroINDEPENDENT WOMEN’S MOUS. and Junior College; grades seven
Tiil 9 p.m.
rnanities program, Dr. Mouat said.
CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Space Laboratories are concerned with the objectives,
ING COUNCIL meeting, CH235,
Quality Work
through
14
grade
openings.
vehicles, trajectories, plans and logistics, and exploration
Students trying out include 3;30 p.m.
timetables
of Space and man’s relation to it.
for Lower Prices
id Fiske, Gretchen Given.
LIBERAL RELIGIOUS STUDENTS, or.
Wednesday-Bakersfield City
3 -hr. Laundry Service
Rveketdyne Division is developer of the liquid-propellant
il,igh McGraw. Bruce Reeves. genizeCenal meeting, Student Y, 1:30 Schools;
kindergarten
through
1-Da0 Cleaning Serv;ce
engines that powered the Army’s Explorer satellites and
Hautala, Margaret Zebroski,
iseuUNG REPUBLICANS, $142, Si. sixth grade vacancies.
402 S. 3rd
the Pioneer rocket of the Air Force, drove the Air Force
’1 ,ry Donald. and Frank Kcarful. board meeting, 7 p.m.; regular memAtlas ICBM on ita 6000-mile flight, and put the first 4-ton
Thursday-San Diego Ct
bers. 7:30 p.m.
satellite into orbit ...now at work on a cluster system to
Wholesale
Distributors
PI OMEGA PI, Dr. Harry Huffman Schools, Oxnard Elementar,
provide 1 to 1 million pounds of thrust, and a single..
business education leader, to speak, Schools, and Lancaster School
chamber engine with lUs-million-pound-thrust capabilities.
ELECTRONIC PARTS
3:30 p.m., Cafeteria, faculty dining District; kindergarten through
room.
HI -F1 EQUIPMENT
See Your Macon eat Office Today For Interview
HUMANITIES CLUB, "Ancient Egypt" eighth grade openings.
film. Concert Hall, 7 p.m.
Frlday-Grossmont, San Dieg
1043
W.
San
Carlos
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB, bridal
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
fashion show, Emporium, 7:30 p.m. Those County; secondary educe t lo r.
CY 8-1212
wanting rides may meet in HEI9 at majors.
6:45 p.m.
Friday - Arden - Carmichael
PI LAMBDA, spring coffee hour for
Or
new members, Cafeteria room A, 4 p.m.
Faculty members of Pi Lambda Theta
are invited.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, Lenten rosary, 5 p.m.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS’ ASSN., Christian Coder, dinner, 6 p.m.; reading of
olny "Christ in the Concrete City."
_.,aredEr4631441’"730 p.m. All students invited.
FLYING 20,
membership meeting,
8:15 pier., El It. Plans for intercollegiate
air meet and a sky queen contest.
TRI SIGMA, speaker: Ray Craig, psychiatric social work consultant, 7 p.m.,
Missing power on hills?
Or
CH158.
TOMORROW
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hell
Mass, 7:30 a.m.; Lenten rosary, 5 p.m.
HAWAIIAN CLUB. Luau planning
and social, Spartan Y, 7:30 p.m. to
12.30 a.m.
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting, Spas tan Daily office, 1:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, Sun6,5S? WASSINIIIIIROMPIMMINISEMAM,
402X9f,.TPI
day seminar, 8 p.m.
WESLEY FOUNDATION, topic: "TriMissing "go" on getaway?
umph? Defeat? Resurrection?", Wesley
STORE HOURS:
Foundation, 7 p.m.
MONDAY, March 30
Week Days 7:30 a.m. to 5:20 p.m.
SOPHOMORE CLASS, meeting, S142,
3:30 p.m.
Saturdays 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting, Adm175, p.m.
TUESDAY, March 31
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting, AdmSIMIIIIMINIMIIIIIIIMInsumergeresseekrasemoucd:;
in. 4:45 p.m.
Alissing money with lo L. ileagc
SANGHA, meeting, CH161, 12:30
p.m.
134 E. San Fernando
SPARTANSHIELDS, meeting, CH351,
6:4S p.m.
SPARTAN SPEARS, meeting, CH162,
7 o m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
on Roman Catholic faith, 4:30 P.m.:
general ethics class. 7 o.m.
WEDNESDAY, April 1
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting. Adm175, 440 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
on Papal teaching, 3:30 p.m.; marriage
series, 9 p.m.
GAVEL 8 ROSTRUM, executive cons-Ries meeting, SD115, 1:30 P...
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A & B

Scholarships Open

’PE
quint

(Continued from Page 4)

Y.P A RT AN nmitir-a

I Thin

Talk Today Radio’s Golden Anniversary - On Tension
In Cold War

Age Committee
Meets Saturday

PAUL’S CYCLES

Debater Seection
To Begin for Annual
fri-College Meet

p6 intepeiew

Egyptian Movie

partaguide

AAT
hrs.
31111115111

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

Whether it’s for ...

BOOKS and SUPPLIES
MERELY BLUE BOOKS AND
IBM TEST FORMS
or
JUST TO CASH CHECKS

11:

BROWSE

WE’RE ALWAYS
GLAD TO SEE YOU

(f6

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

Chances are you have Spark Plug "Miss"

NOW! EVERY DAY.

For One Month Only

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER

includes:
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

$107

I

10
v=

BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
Brea6test and Lunch
SPARTAN SPECIAL
95e
Steak & Eggs
" days a .nek
1.t, 3
Corner of 9TH & WILLIAMS

Also ... Every Day!
A Free Quart of Milk

Students Must Show ASB Card

Julian ; Steaks
Fourth and Julian - Next to Burger Bar

Adds

Anti Miss to anti-knock-

Super Shell with TCP stops spark phic "miss" which wastes’
gasoline and robs you of as much as 20 to 30 horsepower

with our

NEW YORK
STEAK

Super Shell with TCP

Step venni:tering
who: to in ...
whet. to go!
Holler skating le
thrilling tun ..
clean poil and
awea recrecalos.

SKATE ARENA
1525 ALMADEN RD
CYprass 2.2411

You can’t see it, ymt can’t hear it,
hut you can feel spark plug "miss" when your engine’s power fades.
And this happens at critical times
when you need power most.
Now you can buy a totally new
gasoline, Super Shell ivith -ItP additive, so high in octane number that
engine knock is no longer a problem. But in the high -compression
engines of rods% ’s cars, anti -knock
alone is not enough.

That’s why TCP’ adds anti -miss to
anti-knock. TO’ additive neutralizes harmful deposits that cause
spark plug mistiring-stops "miss" restores 20 to 30 horsepower.
You’ll get better mileage, too,
from a"power pack ofaviation fuel
ingredients. Their extra energy converts automatically to extra mileage.
Sec your Shell Dealer.
41/. I.
niolnnft far IMO
Odttl14.1,w1b,

A totally
flea’ gasoline.’
Get it in the
Neu-

Sheol 51MligrOa.

The most powerful gasoline gily car can use -Plus TCP for Anti-Miss

--‘91111,

low
;,inAuTAN

Thursday. March 19, 1959

DAUS

Sun Devils, Ducks Challenge Trackmen, Horsehiders
’Stick -Strong’ Ducks
Boast .400 Sluggers

Tempe Poses Serious Threat
In Tomorrow Night’s Meet

Trt
Lost Time Sunday
S,Cre 9

.

p

-’ AS

San Jose State’s cinder squad
,,i1 take on tough Arizona State
rempe) Friday night in what
could be the toughest test the
Spartans will encounter.
Led by a brilliant array of foreign distance and field men, the
Sun Devils definitely will be on an
, even par with the locals. Tempe
. showed its power last week as
they barely were edged by Mei; dental.
NCAA two-mile champion,
Alex Henderson (8:56) from
Australia will he favored in both
the two-mile and mile event.
Sans Halt and Frank Wulftange
will attempt to garner second
place money in the mile event
and Wes Bond and Don Kelly

Sizzling

PIZZA

"Orders to
take out

1.1

a.- I

Spaghetti Ravioli Our Specialty
The aroma from our genuine
Italian Kitchen will really send you"
OPou

12 noon to 3 a.m.

COLLEGE BOWL

354 E. Santa Clara
CY 7-9961

WORK OF ART
by

f?T CLEANERS
396 E. SANTA Cli..RA
S,’EATLF:S

& CASHMERE COATS
010

SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE

5%
DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

LET’S GET
TOGETHER
iblu;

your car’s
op crdar.

ge+tirg

erkes It

CRAKE ADJUSTMENT
I:: &!:Acs of Cars ....
N
CAL.

SAT.

MORNING

orriolei.

BRAKE

TIL

STATION

$2
NOON
=231

DAN E. bEATIIIIG
c)ezoicebo.

543 South Fits+ St.

CY 2-7864

vi ill gl%e chase in the longer distance.
Arizona’s Capetown twins. Mel
And Spence will prove hard to
beat in the 440 and 880. Mel has
run the 440 in 47.9 and the 8140
in 1:50.1. both marks higher than
:any Spartan has recorded so far.
Brother Mel has a 1:52.3 in the
SSO. Carl Maloney 11:33.51 wi,11 he
the Spartans’ top 880 threat with
Charles McNiff (49.01 assuming
the 440 chores.
The Spartans, according to
Freshman Coach Bert Bonnano
.Coach Winter is in Arizona I have
a good chance to beat Arizona but I
must grab a lot of seconds and!
thirds. The Wintermen figured to
be strong in the sprints, broad.
jump, high -jump and relay.
There seems no end to the
outstanding stars the Sun Devils
will hurl at the Spartans.
In the hurdle event Dick Fischl
is figured to grab both the lows
and high. Fisch], who also broad jumps and sprints 19.5 I has been I
timed in JAI thighs) and 22.9 1
’lows ). Kent Herkerath of SIS
has done 23.5 in the lows for the
best Spartan mark this season and
Maurice Jackson and Phil Clifton
handle the high hurdle duties.
However, neither man has been
under 15.0 this season.
Jessie Bradford. a Bakersfield
JC transfer, will provide added
: Tempe strength in the lows (23.11.
He set an unofficial world mark in
high school in the 180 yd. low
: distance.
European discus champion Ca!
rol Lindroos, who heaved the
I oval 172 feet for a new record
will lead the Sun Devil weight
men. Tom Daniels (5.1S) has a
166-115 ft. throw to his credit.
Stan Hopkins will have to he at
V.’s level best to hest Joe Rose
1 -6 ) for the Devils. Hopkins
::,sed clearing 14-4 by a hair in
.,t week’s meet.
Frrol Williams, broadjumper for
locals, will find himself in an
riertioe’s role as he goes against
m Whetstine. Whetstine has
a red 6-9 with Williams topping
6-8 mark.
an Jose State’s splendid sprint
!:.:. of Ray Norton, Bob Poynter
and Bob Brooks Pill be counted
on to sweep the 100 and 220
Hvents. Bradford, however. may
stand an outside chance of breaking up the "old gang of ours."
The Arizonans possess one of
the nation’s finest javelin throw-rs in Herb Montoya who threw
spike 227 feet last week. Dick
:iocks who heaved the javelin 224 ,
against Cal Aggies and San Fran- ,
cisco State, will attempt to notch ,
a first for the Californians. G.H.B.

By HARVEY JOHNSON
Sports Editor

TED COUTTS
. s!uggIng receiver

porb

Coc:I.Cola

Coco-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose
1555 Bcyshorc Highway

Armour
1 lb.

uar t ne Bi. as s
Spartan Fresh

HAMS

1.45

SLICED BACON

59’

SMOKED PICNICS
San Jose State’s (rush baseball.
era dropped an 11-2 decision to
the visiting Hartnell JC nine Roth
lb.
Tuesday on the varsity diamond.
Neil Dahlen led the hitters with
two singles. First baseman Ron
PATRONIZE
Harris slammed in two runs for
OUR ADVERTISERS
Read received all-league selec- the frosh in the first inning.
tion along with capturing the league batting crown last season.
Sharing the hitting honors with
the two former Duck stalwarts
will be second baseman Wimp
Hastings (.358), selected to the
all -league squad for two seasons.
BIU Grier (.280) will likely
line sip at the hot corner against
Hamburgers 24c
the Spartans.
Don Nysson, a converted catchChiii
20c
er, will help Read in the outer gardens with his solid hitting sprees.
(Both Priced to Go)
Nysson batted .452 as a pinch hitter last year.
Sobczak has received good
pitching from his southpaws, Larry Williams and Dick Holden.
Hamburger Steak 80c
Holden has racked up two victories thus far for the Spartans
Von! CLficts
while Williams has a 1-1 record
"Get Your Vital"
Chicken Fried Steak 85c
and has performed well in relief.
Bight handers Bill Leach (1-1)
and Jon Holmquist (1-0) have
spown well in their performances.
Hitting power has been distri388 SANTA CLARA (next to miaio 4.re g /
buted among the returning veterans and the rookies. Veterans Emmett Lee, Bobby Krail and Don
Christiansen have been getting
help from newcomers Jim Pusateri, Bill Nichols, Doug McChesney and Ted Coutts,
The Spartans will travel south
to meet Long Beach State Tuesday, and Cal Poly Wednesday before crossing bats with Oregon
l’hursday.

39c

HEY...
Chow-hounds!

KBM
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
STAN HOPKINS
. . airns for 14 feet

I KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
5 E. San Fernando
CY 2-7501

TwIreStOtle
NEW TREADS

Saturday
Night

Applied on sound tire bodies
or on your own tires

,

8

kill

.P:os.ax

88
6 70-13
Black

and recappable tir

Yam don’t
cast te

need

get then) pncts
You get the same...
YOUR TRADE IN
TIRES MAKE THE
,’Tread width Tread design
PAYMENT
\DOWN
months to pay
.’Tread depth s Tread rubber
on easy ?Irmo
as used in nevi Firestone Tires

USED TIRE CLEARANCE
Come and Get ’ern
* Too much tread left to recap
Priced
UP
* Plenty of mileage still left in them
from
* All major brands represented ... We’ll even give you trade-in
Itut sizes and types are in odd
allowance if your tire )5
lots. so be in early for first choice
recappable
.. first come, first sened

SPECIAL SERVICE
YoJ c.en now 1-nve your dry clean.

ma and laundry picked up and
de)i..ered between the howl of
6 and 9 p.m. at no tiddi)lcnsl
W
^on-ele o,ir own
.4
and -.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
Cad o, cryeciis repriteor’e
.iyes: Gary Resta. or VI Rose it.
CY 2-7920. for a p’ -r.
.e
cy 3-9972 or the
Ask about our too- iel
introductory offer!

Company by

ranked 11th in the nation last
year among collegiate batsmen
posiwith Olson nailing down
tion 18.
Olson has been regarded as
one of the finest defensive receivers on the Pacific coast. He
has twice received All -Northern
Division selection us well as
nabbing the all-league selection.

89’

RENT A TYPEWRITER

Among 35 colleges expected
send teams are Army. Navy. th,
Air Force Academy, Penn State.
University of C’alifornia and the
defending 1958 co-champions Michigan State and Illinois.
Senior Bob Davis in the horizontal bars and free exercisa
events and Ted Bogios a fourth
place finisher in the trampoline
at last year’s NCAA meet will
lead the Spartan aggregation.
Other team members are Lonny
Christensen. Bob Haywood, Totr.
Kakanami, Jon Hazen, Don Ohaner., Harry Love .1nrl .T

Bottled under out1ser7ty of The

4 lb.

lb.

The Burger House

p-21.

HE REALLY REFRESHED ...HAVE A COKE!

Leading the hiters will be outfielder Len Read (.446) and catcher Ellis Olson I.4231. Read was H

HAM

DINNERS

Nine 111.11 Win Carry tilt. S))))
Jose State colors to the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. gym. flashes meet at Berkeley March

She’s the queen of the campus, and of
course she favors you know what..,
the cold crisp taste of Coca-Cola. She
knows that anytime, everywhere, Coke is
the real refreshment. We don’t say that
the secret of her success is Coca-Cola
...but it lit.lps!

150 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

Coach Ed Sobczak’s It ti -thing liorsehiders %ill have
their hands full when the University of Oregon invades the ,
SLICED
confines Of Municipal Stadium March 26. Gametime is 3! Center
four
to
Ducks
p.m. Coach Don kirsch. who has directed the
Cut
Northern Division pennants and two second place finishes’
pitchthe
with
squad
CANNED
in the past Six seasons. boasts a solid
Dubuque
ing forming the only weak link.

Gymnastics Team
In National Meet

Prom trotter

IiA1MEj
MARKET

GARDFN CITY
CLEANERS
Qualify Since 1910
183-185 E. Santa Clara
CY 2.7920

BRAKE and FRONT
END SPECIAL!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adjust Brakes
Add Brake Fluid
C11,4 Wheel Bearings
Align Front End
Balance Both
Front Wheels

All
fcr
Just

995

BATTERY BUY!
Brand
New

Arc
Most
Cars

8

8ES
6

Volt
exchange

Compo,
$15

en

59
Eltw here

Come in TODAYto -

FIRESTONE STORE
So. rIrst Street CY 2-0978

coconut,
GROVE

SAIlTA CRUZ BEACH

...-,--gr

AEAT
ET
CLAU
7726
MEATS

DLESALE

iAM

89s
r!dat.As
53.4,
lb.

kCON

59c

CNICS
lb.

39C

IIZE
ITISERS

Two Clubs

Partitty chet
By

GREGORY H. BROWN

..-"’
is A IKECENT TONI( STORY appealing in the Los Angeles
n article carried the headline "SAN JOSE, NEW NCAA
fin
MAY GET LICKED FlY ARIZONA STATE."
BTU sT,
Rosenbaum. L.A. Times sports correspondent (and columnist
in the sy. Chronicle), said in the article, "The title may not last
weekend" when the San JOSC State trackmen face the Sun
(ser the
peas.
did not point out HOW the Arizonans
Mr. Rosenbaum, however,
the "Titlists". He went on a pure assumption
dethrone
to
going
were
Stanford coach, when the Indian mentor
Heil by Payton Jordan,
-1 think San Jose will win the NCAA finals this year," after his
howed to SJS.
is true the Sim Devils possess one of the hest outfits in the
:,fl States, but the pick here is that Spartan depth in the sprints
liinces will push the locals over their opponents.
tzoing’ by best times the host Arizona clan definitely has a
id edge in first place potential. The Spartans proved, however,
times are meaningless when athletes take to the cinder oval and
I the firing of the gun. The Stanford "SQUASH" bears this out.
Indians were something like 71-59 pre -meet choices. After the
had cleared the Spartans had racked up kill 8412-481.2 victory.
1 the "heralded" Stanford distance men were coughing up clods
dirt before the dust settled.
THE LOCALS POSS1EriS an asset that cannot be underestimated
. that being "The Will To Win". In every meet, they have been
up le the occasion and tomorrow night’s outing shouldn’t be atiy different. The meet, from a spietator’s point of view, will be tremendous.
Am, time you go against an Australian sub-9 minute two miler.
south African twins who have bettered the 1:53 mark (880), a 227
ft javelin thrower, a 14-6 polevaulter. a 14.1 (high) 22.9 (low) hurdle
man, and a European discus champion, you need desire, ability, drive
. and then, A LITTLE SOME(Quakers)
THING EXTRA. .. . This I think
11 a.m. Sunday
I he Spartans have.
1041 Morse
To Mr. Rosenbaum I send this
block west of the Alameda
headline, "San Jose State Shackles
Between Davis and Newhall
in Devils, To Defend Pre-NCAA
m-it ism."

FRIENDS MEETING

Inds!
3cr’s

24c
20c

you park?
Pack a bike in your trunk!

Walk 3 miles after

’iced to Go)

Deadlocked
In Keg Play
league, each with 9 points.
The King Pins are one point behind in third and the AFROTC and
Has !teens are deadlocked for
third.

Sacramento

rell Adams is in third place with
a 212.
BOWLING STANDINGS
5
2
2
2
0
0

HIGH SERIESBill Harvey 412, Durrell Adams 383, Ron Roo 377, Garai!!
Chun 366, Gary Edwards 365.
TODAY’S MATCHES
Menehune’s vs. Alpha Eta Sigma
King Pins vs. Seven Tens
The Net vs. Tau Delta Phi
The Has Boons vs. Tar Coffers
Red Ox’s vs. Peretto’s Pirates
Joy Boys vs. ,AFROTC
Rice Destroyers vs. Sans
Kotonks vs. Aces Up

DESIMONE’S

NERS

BIKE SHOP

85c

leak

I

for new and used bicycles
RentingRepair(ng
72. So. SECOND, SAN JOSE

80c
0),

8Sc

Where Servings Are Large

se

And Prices Are Right

off /

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS4
545

S. 2nd. St.

Hours 7 A.M. to

9 P.M.

click SLATE
II OWN
’7-30 60

"THE LAST BRIDGE"
"The One That Got Away"

GAY

EL RANCHO

"The man who thinPs for
himself, takes his date to
t::e El Rancho . . .
A college man’s perfect
Furlough.
It)it;:’

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"RALLY AROUND THE
FLAG, BOYS"
"THE LAST ELITZKREIG"

MAYFAIR
CV

zsItt. I,

WINNER OF
8
ACADEMY
AWARDS I

ewe,

611161/CA

"Na Time For Sergeants"
"Destination Moon"

Theater

CYpress 4-2091

,( r(

TONY CURTIS
JANET LEIGH

KEENAN YRNN EI.A!NE SIRIILtI
-a4174%-iliNDA CRISTAI.
ACTION PLUS
FRED MacMURRAY
MAGGIE nitro
GOODIblarj
ANANGIVEG
11.0... PPOUVION

Mt .11.

a liVemS COLOR

s 4 0 5

1.5/11/I11._CLAR.A

7FROM
HERETO
’, ETERNITY

URI LANCASTER MONTGOMERY CllfT
NORM KERR fRANK SUTRA DONNA REED
PLUS !

Robert TAYLOR
Eleanor PARKER

STUDIO

KAS/NAR

VICIOR IORY

MIAAM

Swim Team Meets
Oakland YMCA

JACK DUIGNAN
... faces Kelly today

Redlands Here Today
((pack Hutch kirikoriaWN
team will face its toughest
foe to date this afternoon In
Univegalty of Redlands. Matches
are set to get underway at 2 p.m.
SJS is undefeated this season.
having captured six dual meets.
Redlands is fresh from a victory
over University of Southern
California, last year’s NCAA
champs.

Rif4

Freshmen thackst(’rs journey to Berkeley tomorrow to
test the Cal Bearcults and Monterey College in a dual triangular meet starting at 1:30.
This is Cal’s first outing and San Jose freshman coach
Bert Bonanno admits that anything could happen. Woody
t.osington. state high school mile chain!
last year. will
the Iticd1;
’’I p
Ragsdale.

Bob Wills, Bearcub sprinter from
Michigan, will go against Willie
"The Whip" Williams 19.6) and
Jim Flemons. Wills has been
clocked in 9.8 for the short spriat
run.

,: last
lienger Davey
Coach Bonanno has high pri.,
night scored an impressise 13th for Bearcubs Harold Cooper, a 11’
round TKO over featherweight , man from Pasadena. and John G.,’
((’:an (Kid) Bassey, in capturing I lie, weightman from Pittsburg.
featherweight crown from the
Tint "Tam" Curtis, with
gerian.
48.8 under his brit, will oppose
Hassey’s manager called a halt
Cooper in the 440 event. Curtis
, the fight in the 13th after flay will anchor the splendid year’v had suffered severe cuts
ling relay team. Williams, "lemsec
.1,)tind the eyes. This was the
on’, and Olinne will handle the
:aid defense of the crown by
Drift three laps.
Bassey.
Monterey lists a strong entry
any
Neither of the fighters had
Friday’s meet. Larry Guilford ft
!difficulty in meeting the 125
Santa Clara will handle the huts) pound weight limit. Bassey
and broadjump chores. Jackie W
125
while
weighed in at an even
Hams, Berkeley, will press Wilthe challenger from’ Springfield,
liams of the Spartababes in the 100
(-thin, tipped the scales at 125’,
sprint. Williams (Monterey) has a
9.8 to his credit.
Pole vaulter Ted Smith, broad-’
jumper Claude Crab and distance
man Jose Azevedo (Sat) Paulo,
339 S. FIRST
Brazil) are expected to garner
their share of points for the Beykeleyites, according to Bonanno,
lionanno admits a weak spot
in the hroadJump event hot said
that Bolo Gill has heen getting
off some long Jittnism recently. In
the 880, another weak event,
Engdahl and Mike Morris
are expected to handle the
locals’ chores. 1110111111no also
c ttttt mented on the fine showing
of Bill Dant (two-mlier) the
The
past few weeks.
Smoking Man’s Headquarters
Monterey
recently
won
the
Gifts for the Smoker!
Coast Conference Relays in which
Accessories
Cigars
Pipes
all junior colleges in this area
CY 74653
competed.

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

Coach Julie .Menendez’ Spartan
mittmen have a record of 5-1-1.
The only Spartan loss was dealt
by Sacramento State. SJS was
held to a draw with Wisconsin
after capturing the first thret,
bouts via the TKCf route.
Menendez has his lineup set, except for the 178 lb. division. A
challenge match will be run of
this afternoon in the Men’s Gym
between Gamin Kelly and Jack
Duignan for the right to represent SJS in this weight class.

SNOW
SKI
SHOP
RENTALS and SALES
Renting NEW Norwegian Skis
La Dolomite Ski Boots
with ski free safety bindings.

AQUA CRAFT
BOAT SHOP, inc.
t Ei Camino, Mt. View

IT’S GORDONS
for
TENNIS SUPPLIES
kft.,

RACKETS RESTRUNG AND REPAIRED
Trade in your old racket on a new one.
3 for $I
Good used tournament balls

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
San Fernando

For the University of Wisconsin
match March 28, in the Civic Auditorium, Menendez indicated he
would make changes in the 156 and
165 lb. classes. Bill Maddox could
possibly line up against the Badger
star, Charley Mohr at 165 lb. with
Al Woo going against Bill Sensiba
in the 156 lb. class.

Between 3rd

For BEACH

and 4th

CY 3-0503

DESERT

EASTER WEEK

Lineup for Monday:
125 Ih.Ron Nichols vs. Dick
Short (UN)
Akana vs. Don
Is?
Kitts (i-No
139 11EIlase Ni(sOn vs. Joe
Bliss it N)
147 11).Jake As ey vs. Rill
Short It N)
156 lb.Bill Mad .111X
(5111110S! ( UN )
105 Ih.Al Woo vs. George
Genasie
178 lb.undecided
Ilwt.Archie Milton vs. Carl
Loones

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY
complete line
ROTC and AFROTC
Equipment

Briefcases
Flinders
Luggage
Slide Rules
Drawing Sets
Microscopes
Telescopes

"WEAR SWIN1WEAR" (so many sty/es
and co/ors from "4.95," it will be your
roughest decision of the semester)
-FROM" . . .

mosher’s for men
San Jose- State’s Traditional Shop

50 SOUTH 4th STREET

Cf-r_ N
223 So. First Street

Deborah Kerr Yul Brynner

’The
Journey’
TOCI,(11(.010r

CarinsTHOMPSON

kIRI

H

division, Carl Looney, will provide the opposition for heavyweight Archie Milton.

Frosh Spikers Clash
In Triangular Meet
Moore Scores
13th Round TKO

Chico

Joe Bliss, 139 -pounder, will top
the list of impressive sluggers
lifts was runner-up in the 139-11.
division to SJS’s Welvin Stroud for
Coach Toni O’Neirs si.sini team
the Pacific Coast Intercollegiates ) will face Oakland YMCA tonight
and the national crown.
in Spartan pool at 8 p.m.
The Spartan mermen recentl:.
Heading the 125 lb. class will be
Dick Short, who lost to Nick ) dropped a dual meet to College ot
the
Pacific, 47-39.
Akana in the nationals last year.
The freshman swimmir.
Dick’s brother Bill will square oft
Ii meet Campbell High
in the 147 lb. division.
Campbell Saturday.
NCAA runner-up to the 178 lb

Grim of Alpha Tau Omega has
second high game, 225, and Dar-

HIGH GAMEBill Harvey 230, Bill
Grim 225, Darrell Adams 212, Don Detate 204, Ron Roe 219.

State,

and WSC.

P,ill Harvey of the Red Ox’s continued to lead keglers with his
230 game and 412 series. Bill

9 -Tau NI).
9 Kotonks
8 Tar Coffers
7 Alpha E.S.
7 Seven Tens
6 Joy Boys
6 Rice Destroyers
6.Sans

Coach Warren Fraleigh will pit
his freshmen baseballers against
Menlo JC this afternoon at Menlo
.vith hopes of gaining a winning
1,erformance from his yearling
!tine.
The Spartababes have dropped

ni%ersity of NeNada boxing team will prositle tlic
opposition for San Jose _State varsity ringnien Monda%.
March 23. when the two schools square off in spartan Gym,
I pening bout begins at 8:15 p.m.
The Nes aila crew has a 2-1 season record. Chico State
;sod Washington State College head thi list of sictories for
administered by A isc..1 sin.
the Nevadans. Defeats has,

Nlenehune’s and Red Ox’s remained in a stalemate for first
place in the All -College Bowling

Menehune’t
Red Ox’s
King Pins
AFROTC
Has Boons
Aces Up
The Net
Pere(fo’s

Frosh Meet Menlo

Spartan Boxers Fear
Tough Nevada Crew

SEE

teak

S1’.1/11: IS."

Thimsdny, March ill. 1959

Costorring ROBERT MORLEY
E. G. MARSHALL

Be sure and
check our

party and
club
discounts
that are
available

FIFTH AND SANTA CLARA

after every shave
Splash on

Old Spice

After Shave Lotion. Feel your

skin
good for your ego. Brisk a. an ocean brec7e.
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident
Assured, Relaxed, You Snow you’re at your best
when you top off your shave with Old Spice’ 100
face wake up anti live! So good for your

AO

ii

C
/it
(
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hFTER SHAVE LOTION

by SHULTON

Mow’

A-SPARTAN DAILT

Thursday, March 19, 1959 ’
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? Feminine Touch
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By JOYCE FLORES
Women s Editor

One of the social surprises of the season was
Shillelagh Shenanigans, mixer last Friday night in
the Cafeteria.

’
4 )1r
fI

Sponsors were Independent Men’s and Women’s
Housing Councils.
An air of suspense hung about this event.
"Will this trial function, designed to bring independent students together, be successful?" Greeks
and "Independents" alike asked this question.
They received their answer Friday night when they walked into
the Cafeteria main room which
was transformed into an Irish
wonderland of shamrocks and
green ribbons and met "everyone
they knew." Everyone mixed, and
the main comment was. "Independents need more social events
like this to become acquainted."
That’s a good idea. Non-Greek students need
more social opportunities than they now have. All campus dances seem to fall into sporadic clumps -they are not spread out evenly throughout the year.
Many students, for unexplained reasons, have a
lethargic attitude toward these functions.
However, as Friday’s dance proved, independents
well may take more interest in mixer-type functions
given especially for them. These functions may
pave the way to a more interesting social life.
Independent students do not wish to he regarded
socially as an unidentified mass. Because they do
not belong to Greek letter organizations does not
mean that they lack interest in social activities.
They are as interested as any students in meeting
partners for social functions.
I’m watching with interest the activities of Independent Men’s and Women’s Councils. So are
many other students.

JAN JOHNSEN
woman in the news

Jan Johnsen Shows
Leadership Talent
Helping develop the character
of young people is the main Interest of Jan Johnsen, recently
honored by election as president
of Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary organization.
Miss Johnsen carries out her
interest as assistant leader in
Young Life, a non -denominational
organization for teenagers. Its
purpose is to help them understand how Chsistianity can work
in their lives. This coed works
with the unit at Menlo-Atherton
High School in Menlo Park.
In high school she was a pioneer member of this group at Lincoln High School in San Jose.
Young Life was established in the
San Jose area in 1955, when Miss
Johnsen was a sophomore at Lincoln.
She also has helped young people at San Jose State as a counselor for 1958 Freshman Camp
and for this year’s Spartacamp.
The pretty coed plans to make
her interest part of her life work.
"After a few years of high school
teaching in my major field: Eng,,,
,,h,Ipan to do counseling work,"
said.
Miss Johnsen calls Agnews
State Hospital "home." "My father
works there as associate superintondent ,hr

Greeks, Independents Plan Post -Easter Activities,
Select Betty-Joe Candidates, Queen Hopefuls
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Libby Landers is a no.v pledge.
Marlene Luke is AChiO’s Betty
Coed candidate.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
I Recent pledges are Carol Am able and Nancy Tarbox. Miss
Amable is AOPi’s Betty Coed candidate. Diane Chancellor will model for the April 3 Panhellenic
fashion show.
ALPHA PHI
Recently pledged were Jill Rei, chard, Judy Connor and Maryleela
Rao.
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
Patti Duffy will represent C.W.
C. in the Joe College-Betty Coed
contest. Residents plan a mixer
with Stanford in a few weeks.
Phyllis Watson was named
house representative to Women’s
Athletic Assn.
DELTA GAMMA
Initiates are Marlyn Barrick,
Marsha Boarts, Anne Duncan, Lolly Fasani, Lynne Fredrickson, Carole Gordon, Judy Hunter, Sheral
Illingworth, Linda Janney, Barbara McCarty, Nancy Maness,
Nola Markey, Sally Neikirk,
Kathleen Noble, Judy Parent, Patricia Reading, Antoinette Sanchez, Vickie Steiner, Ann Wildermuth, Julie Williams.
Pledge class officers are Sue
Myles, president; Judy Morgan.
secretary-treasurer; Betty Balch,
Junior Panhellenic; Myrna McAnnatty, social chairman; A. J.
Snooks, scholarship.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigma Phi and Alpha Chi
Omega will hold a barbecue exchange at Alum Rock Park this
afternoon. Games and refreshments are planned.
Delta Sigs currently are planning an all -day beach party and
evening dance at La Playa Hotel
in Carmel, April 11. This year’s
Sailor’s Ball, scheduled for Ma
9, also will he held in Carmel
KAPPA DELTA
Marlene Bergantz recently was
elected president. Lynne Donato
was elected treasurer.
Narim. Bray and Fdna Dyson
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PLAYSHOES

FLATS CASUALS
by
TOWN & COUNTRY

PENALJO

PAMELA

TOMAS

largest selection of sizes,
styles and colors in downtown San Jose
Charge Accounts

Open

Thurs. Eves.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lin* minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office.
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
FOR RENT

Rm. col. men, kit. priv., cleaning SON.
ran. washer, phone. $25 mo. 47 S. 8th.
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I’S’S ’SINGS
Mike EAGAN, Delta Sigma Phi, to Karol VENOS, Halls ,1 1.
. .. Don FRENCH. Alpha Tau Omega, to Sue DORWIN, Alpha Phi
Norman FRIBORG, Alpha Tau Omega, to Ann WALTRIP. Alpha
Phi. . . Peter SCATTERGOOD, Theta Xi, to Nancy KENNEDY, Sanl
Jose . . . John THURMAN, Sigma Chi, to Mariann GEYER, Alpha
Chi Omega, University of California.
ENGAGEMENTS
Bob BARRICK. Sigma Chi, junior physical education major from
Martinez, to Loretta DaVALLE, Alpha Phi, senior elementary education major . .
Thomas JOHNSON, senior business administration
major from Palo Alto, to Marilyn TRITTIN, sophomore general elementary education major, also from Palo Alto. No definite wedding
IA has been set ... Olan LEWIS, senior art major from Vallejo, to
lSunny YOUNG, sophomore marketing major also from Vallejo. Couple
plan to wed on Flag Day, June 14 .

are new ED pledges. Spring semester pledge class officers are
Carol Kaufman, president; Edna
Dyson, vice president; Linda Halcher, secretary; and Nancy Bray,
treasurer.
Carol Ann Anderson is KD candidate to the Joe College-Betty
Coed contest.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappas teamed up with Sigma
Nu for their annual Easter Egg
Hunt for orphaned children last
Saturday.
Barbara Zisch was awarded the
Kappa of the Month bracelet for
her work as marshal.
The sisters will have an afterdinner exchange with Sigma Alpha Epsilon toinight.
Sisters of Phi Mu will hold a
scholarship dinner March 30.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Pledge class officers for this semester are: Gary Tharp, president; Paul Granbery, vice president; Dennis Palmer, treasurer;
Gary Borelli, social chairman; and
Jim Burns, songleader.
The SAEs are making plans I.]
their spring formal, Golden Each,
Fantasy, which will be held th,
weekend after Easter.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The brothers recently gave a
’tea for their "Queen of Hearts
candidates.
THETA CHI
Recent social activities included
sin exchange with Kappa Alpha
Theta, a trestle party and a Beatnik party at which "Rig Daddy"
Steve Pavlovich read p ,try arid
564 IN EXTRA INCOME

gave his philosophy of life.
THETA XI
Spring pledge officers are Larry
Moots, president; Leighs Church,
vice president; Jerry Barney, social chairman; Ronald Dethlefson,
treasurer; Norman Green, project
chairman.
Robert Eastman and Chet Roberts are Theta Xi’s candidates for
Delta Zeta Man, Jim Williams is
the fraternity’s entry in the Joe
College-Betty Coed contest.
Candidates for Theta Xi Blossom Time Queen are Nancy Rees ink, Alpha Chi Omega; Susan
Quist. Alpha Omicron Pi; Merit,
Osborn, Alpha Phi; Beverly June.
Chi Omega; Marlyn Barrick, Delta
Gamma; Donna Headrick, Delta
Zeta; Kathy Eggiman, Gamma

FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
Fifth and Santa Clara Streets
Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP
9 30 a or. The Stage Is Set"
JOYCE

SI

II 2,1

!,-) an’..
9.2’ru 4r.3
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Pe Warren Debenham

REG.-90

OCTANE
OCTANE

Cigarettes 18:
All Major Oils -38:
qt.

20 STATIONS
4th & William -6th &
Keyes

B

FARR

CT

y- ,.

CHEEK,

St. PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH
Tenth and San Salvador Sts.
9:30 a.m. College Bible Class
II a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
"God’s Eternal Stewardship"
7:15 p.m.. Vesper Service
Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
CARL METZGER, MiniStAr nf
V
.ation

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

A.M.
A.M.
F "
t .

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

.:Jay.
Office Hours: 9 a.m. td S p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold

15

ETHYL -100

BETHEL CHURCH

CALL CY 3-5802

Services at T. a

WE’ll EY

MAURICE

PART TIME
If you are 21, have a car and
sre willing to work ten to twelve
convenient spare hours a week,
,ou may earn $64.00 or more
extra income per week.
Before or after finals

Episcopal Church

Lowest Gas Prices Jos:

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

Students -Faculty

CANTERBURY
AS
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

l’hi Beta; Tricia Enfield,
Kappa
Alpha Theta; Ann
lirookhart.
Kappa Delta; Lynn Haft
Kappa
Kappa Gamma;
Carolyn
Phi Mu; Charlene Shattuck,Fritzler,
Sinus
Kappa. Blossom Time
Ball
APril 4.

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU, in mine
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy ard
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

A new idea in smoking!

Salem refreshes your taste

3-rm. newly furn. *pt. util. pd. $55.
A pp’y after 2.30 p.m. 65 S. 9th. CV

4.5139.

Rm.-4 male students. Cooking end lour,
dry pr. Furn lase.. fence and patio. CV
, 2.7716
Furn, apt. for young married couple.
Rests. Call CV 2.4459 after 6 DJ..

Plush new apt. April I, 65 S. I I th. 1 and Furn. I & 2 bdrrn. apt. $32.50 ea. Call
2 bdrrn. Wash., water & garb. CV 3-0235 CV 2-5441 or CV 21385 after 5 p.m.
ma. Cpl. only. 2 rms. and oath.
Pure, apt. 452 S. 4+11. Acoorn. 2 students. $35
stove and refr. 731 S. 3rd. Apt. No. 2.
CV 4-5085 or AL 2.3420.
FOR SALE
Married couple-unfurn. apt., Water &
garb. pd. stove and refr. $80. 465 S. College rooming hue. 9.bdrm., 2.story,
4+h, CV 78324.
licensed for 15 plus 3 rm. apt, for
owner. $21.950. agent. CV 3-3773.
Men-Share 4-room apt. $25, $30. 371/2
Sane up to $300 on a 1959 Chevrolet.
S 9.h. CV 4.5744.
Phone CV 7-1097 after 6 p.m. Ask for
Fare, studio, I and 2 bdrrn apts. New Al Lynch.
w/w carpet. Built-in stool. 1/2.blk,
from col. Les Kirby, Mrsr. CV 4-9042. MGA ’56 red, adjustable steering, wire
wheels, white wall tires, like new. Call
Want to share a beautiful 3.bdrrn., 2 - eves AN 4 5520.
bath Ilse. in Rose Garden. Area. If
couple. child welcome. Room enough for ’50 Plymouth. $125. 532 S. 9th after S
pcssibly 4 people. Call CH 8.7085 or 1).rc. Ask it,, Bob.
ceme to 1599 Hedding.
WANTED
Attractive fare. large apt. 4 students.
GUYS FOR GIRLS for the Beaus Arts
Only $32.50 ea. AX 6.3490.
Bei i April 4th, doityourself costume
grand new elegant apts. I or 2 bdrms., ball.
TIVII11 IT. elec. kit., wiw carpets. drapes.
Downtown, near col., bus and shopping Cashier wanted-apply El Rancho Drive.
InThee’er btw. 3.00.4:00 p.m. or 7:30.
Call CV 7.6434.
19:00 P.m.
I large balm, stove. refs.. drapes, auto,
washer water, carport. Child o.k $78, Ride wanted to Tucson, Arizona. Mar. 20
Cor+act Lois Glayins. WE 1-1147, SF.
CV 5 8397.
W,,I share expenses.
3-rm. mod, furs. apt 7 block’.
PERSONALS
carr-- washrm. 542 Vine St. $85,
Will the two young men
Sunk beds, lockers, pr. bath, kit, prin. ATTENTION:
in the black sports car who sew tr..
168 S. I 0+8. CV 4.6780.
young man at Market St. near San
CLOSE TO COLLEGE newly decorated Carlos who was injured by a beating at
3.wri. apt, and bath. Suitable for 3 girl 2:30 a.m. Sunday, March I. please call
Mr. M len red CV 3.3292
students. 445 5 8th St.

11111116..

st’yev
*menthol fresh
*rich tobacco taste
*modern filter, too

Think of a refreshing Spring (lay like this, if you want to know just how a Sale=
Cigarette refreshes your taste. Rich tobacco ta,ie with new surprise sof’.
that’s Salem. Through its modern, purewhite filter flows the freshest
cigarettes. Smoke refreshed park after pawl:
-oo,ke Salem.

Take a pa

Sprin ohm,

